
WK500VCT

18038AC

WISS® QUICK-CHANGE COMFORT GRIP 
UTILITY KNIFE

Made to safely cut material, not fingers, this knife features a rubber comfort grip 
that helps keep hands from slipping. It also stores three replacement blades in the 
handle. It’s retractable, too, with 11 cutting positions plus a quick-change blade 
release and reload. 

Part No Description
WK500VCT Quick-Change Utility Knife
RWK14DCT Replacement Blades, 0.025", 100/Dispenser
RWK14VCT Replacement Blades, 0.025", 5/Card

SPEEDPAK TITANIUM BONDED® UTILITY KNIFE

A cartridge-based utility knife, it allows for quick, easy, and safe blade changes. 
And its Titanium Bonded® double-edged blade is three-times harder than steel, 
so it stays sharper longer. Knife has a lightweight aluminum body and a nonslip 
grip too. Includes one utility blade. 

Part No Description
18038AC SpeedPak Utility Knife
18089AC SpeedPak Blade Cartridge (10 Blades)
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92  | CUTTING TOOLS

CRAFTSMAN® HANDI-CUT® UTILITY CUTTER
Cutter features a rugged alloy steel frame with integrated in-handle blade storage. Its 
super-sharp stainless blade slices through leather, rubber hose, plastic, and more with 
ease. Other features include a handle latch and an extra blade.

Part No Description
00937301CI Handi-Cut w/ 37⁄8" Blade
00937250CI Replacement Blade & Anvil
00937253CI Replacement Blade (For 00937301CI)

TRIMMERS
Lightweight and comfortable, these trimmers are designed for everyday use. 
They feature stainless steel blades with a partial serration for excellent grip on 
material and come with blunt or dubbed tips. 7".

Part No Description
33213AC Trimmers w/ Blunt Tips, Black
18001AC Trimmer w/ Dubbed Points, Red

18001AC

TITANIUM BONDED® STRAIGHT SNIPS 
Snips have oversized Titanium Bonded® blades that are three-times harder than 
steel, so they stay sharper longer. They also resist corrosion and adhesives and their 
top blade is micro-serrated for true "grip and cut" performance. Ergonomic glass-
filled nylon handles add comfort, too, while their spring-assisted action reduces 
fatigue. Other features include an internal locking mechanism and integrated wire 
cutter. 8".

Part No Description

18039AC Straight Snips

18039AC

CRAFTSMAN® ACCU-CUT® 3-IN-1 TOOL 

A wire cutter, utility cutter, and utility knife, this tool cuts rubber, linoleum, 
plastics, and drywall. It features a titanium-plated cutting blade with integrated 
in-handle blade storage. It also has a sliding bottom anvil that exposes  
a utility knife and extra blades.

Part No Description

00937310CI Accu-Cut Tool

 

00937310CI

00937301CI


